With a love of nature
Kant – a modern classic is born

Design: Yuzuru Nishiyama

Together with Yuzuru Nishiyama from Japan, Eilersen has created a new collection of tables called ‘Kant’. The collection spans from coffee tables in different sizes to the perfect console table or office desk, which even comes with a matching bench. With Kant a new modern classic is born.

Merging the best of two worlds

Japanese and Danish design have a joint design DNA, which consist of a shared fondness for quality and attention to detail as well as a strong respect for craftsmanship.

“Danish design and Scandinavian design in general, is very popular in Japan. What we share is a joint sense and love of nature, especially wood, and I believe we will continue to see more and more collaborations between our two nations,” explains Yuzuru Nishiyama.

Modern and precise

With a simple silhouette and a minimalistic design, the Kant tables are both modern and precise in their execution.

“The idea was to create something modern and rather sharp, which I think we succeeded in doing with Kant.” Says Yuzuru Nishiyama and continues: “What characterizes the design are the edges. This was also the inspiration for the name Kant. I wanted it to be a Danish name to emphasize the collaboration.”
A table for every occasion

The Kant collection consist of a sofa table, a console table, a support table and a small bench. The console is available in three different heights and also has the option of a shelf. The console table looks great as a back drop to your sofa; however, you can also use it as an office desk together with the bench. It is a great fit for the small home office.

With the coffee table you can be creative and add a support table on top of the coffee table. This adds a playful and modern look to your living room. The coffee table is available in three different sizes.

You can choose between oak and walnut.

Download press releases and photos here: https://eilersen.eu/downloads/

For more information:
http://www.eilersen.eu/
http://www.facebook.com/eilersen
http://www.instagram.com/eilersen

For additional information, please contact
PR Manager Lisa Kjær +45 2380 7813 lkj@eilersen.eu

About Eilersen

Ever since 1895, the company has focused on craftsmanship, quality and innovation. Founder Niels Eilersen was the first in Denmark to use steam to shape wood. Innovation and tradition are still hallmarks of the company that has given name and life to many classics over the years. Since the 1930s, Eilersen has produced furniture with a focus on high quality, comfort and durability. This strategy has made Eilersen a well-known and recognized brand both nationally and internationally. Eilersen is currently run by the fourth generation.